**TRANSFORMERS**

**T10859 - 230/24V 36VA Transformer - IP55**
Size: 9cm x 5.5cm x 6.6cm  
Weight: 960g  
Is used for 24V LED Pea light strings, see P7

**T10860 - 230/24V 50VA Transformer - IP55**
Size: 6cm x 7.5cm  
Weight: 1Kg  
Is used for 24V LED Pea light strings, see P7

**T10861 - 230/24V 105VA Transformer - IP55**
Size: 12.5cm x 8cm x 7.5cm  
Weight: 2Kg  
Is used for 24V LED Pea light strings, see P7  
24V Festoons, see P2 - P4  
24V lantern sets, see P6

**T10870 - 230/24V 200VA Transformer - IP55**
Size: 14cm x 6.5cm  
Weight: 3.5Kg  
Is used for, 24V LED Pea light strings, see P7  
24V Festoons, see P2 - P4  
24V lantern sets, see P6

**T10880 - 230/24V 400VA Transformer - IP55**
Size: 15cm x 8.5cm  
Weight: 5.5Kg  
Is used for 24V LED Pea light strings, see P7  
24V Festoons, see P2 - P4  
24V lantern sets, see P6

**T10900 - 230/24V 1KVA Transformer - IP55**
Size: 16cm x 17cm  
Weight: 13Kg  
Is used for 24V Festoons, see P2 - P4  
24V lantern sets, see P6

**T10901 - 230/110V 1KVA Transformer - IP55**
Continuously rated & 55v - 0 - 55v secondary  
Size: 16cm x 17cm  
Weight: 13Kg  
Is used for 110V Festoons, see P2 - P4